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Abstract

Nucleation mechanisms occurring during discontinuous dynamic recrystallization (DDRX) is investigated

by Digital Image Correlation (DIC) during creep experiment on polycrystalline columnar ice. Thanks to

the columnar microstructure, discrimination of the nucleus can be done without ambiguity comparing pre-

and post- deformation texture. In-situ DIC analyses are performed around a triple junction were nucleation

occurred to follow strain field evolution. Strain field evolution appears strongly linked to nucleation mecha-

nisms, local grain boundary migration and sub-grain boundary formation such as tilt sub-grain boundaries

and kink bands. Nucleation processes are correlated with strong strain heterogeneities well characterized

by the principal strains evaluated by DIC. It was possible to follow nucleus growth through the evolution of

strain localization along the new grain boundaries. Kink bands act as a buffer zone close to the triple junction

and accommodate shear parallel to the c-axis. The local strain field appears to be efficiently redistributed

by recrystallization processes which create a new microstructure more compatible with the local stresses.
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1. Introduction

Ice is an hexagonal material in which deformation mainly occurs by dislocation glide along the basal

plane conferring a strong viscoplastic anisotropy to the crystal [1]. This anisotropy induces strong inter-

and intra- granular strain field heterogeneities during deformation of polycrystalline ice [2]. Recrystallization

processes in ice are similar to those in rocks or metals [3, 4]. Depending on the deformation conditions,5

various forms of recrystallization can occur as normal grain growth, dynamic continuous recrystallization or

dynamic discontinuous recrystallization (DDRX) [5].

In most materials, DDRX occurs during deformation at high temperature when a critical deformation

condition is reached [6]. It is characterized by a competition between dislocation accumulation with deforma-
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tion, and reduction of dislocation density by new grain nucleation and grain boundary migration. DDRX is10

well known to have a strong impact on deformation behavior and texture development in metal as magnesium

[7] [8] and copper [9] for instance. In ice, DDRX induces drastic microstructure modification toward highly

interlocked grains and texture evolves toward a multi-maxima girdle oriented around 30° to 35° from the

compression axis [10, 11, 12].

A typical strain curve for compression creep of a granular polycrystalline ice sample deformed in common15

laboratory conditions (0.8 MPa > σ > 0.1 MPa, 10−6 s−1 > ε̇min > 10−8 s−1) is characterized by a fast

decrease of strain rate during primary creep to reach a minimum between 1% and 2% macroscopic strain,

called secondary creep, and finally an accelerated tertiary creep, to reach a steady state after 10% [11, 13].

This acceleration is attributed to DDRX which becomes the dominant process after 1% strain. The nearly

constant creep rate reached after about 10% strain is attributed to the balance between recrystallization20

processes (nucleation and GB migration) and strain hardening. Although DDRX mechanisms dominate

the macroscopic behavior after 1% strain, nucleation was observed locally in ice during primary creep [14]

similarly to what was reported in other materials such as copper [15]. It shows that local strain and stress

at intergranular scale play an important role for nucleation.

Nucleation processes in ice can take various form during DDRX. Tilt sub-grain boundaries and kink25

bands are observed in ice deformed in the laboratory [16, 17, 18, 19, 14]. A tilt sub-grain boundary (TSGB)

is a rearrangement of basal edge dislocations into low-energy configurations inducing a c-axis misorientation

through the sub-grain boundary. TSGB, well characterized using Electron BackScatter Diffraction (EBSD)

[19], are straight sub-grain boundaries parallel to the c-axis direction. The combination of two tilt sub-grain

boundaries in opposite rotation direction forms a kink band [20, 16]. Very similarly to twins in hexagonal30

metals, kink bands enable to accommodate local shear, here parallel to the c-axis [21] but kink boundaries do

not share the same crystallographic axis such as twins, and can accommodate a large range of misorientations.

Other nucleation processes are observed or suggested from both laboratory and ice-core texture analyses.

Bulging, related to strain induced grain boundary migration, leads to nucleus with orientation close to

the neighbor grains [22, 23, 24]. Some "spontaneous" nucleation was also suggested by Duval et al. [25]35

from calculation of the impact of long-range internal stresses (modeled by dislocation pile-ups) in drastically

decreasing both nucleation critical radius and saddle point energy. Observation of nucleus with an orientation

very different from the neighbor grains, for instance in deep ice cores at depth were texture is strong [26, 27]

could be explained by this "spontaneous" nucleation. We will see in the present work that similar observations

are made during experimental creep.40

As nucleation is a key point to a better understanding of DDRX impact on microstructure and texture

development [6], many efforts are made to investigate nucleation processes in regard to nucleus orientation

[7, 28] and nucleation localization [29, 15, 30]. Due to optical or electronic microscopy methods used for

orientation mapping, most nucleation studies are 2D and post-deformation. These characterizations therefore

give no information about the time dynamics, and the evolution of internal stress and strain field in relation45
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with DDRX processes.

Strain field measurements are currently obtained by Digital Image Correlation (DIC) which is an efficient

tool to investigate strain field heterogeneities at intra-granular scale. For example, it was used recently to

explore strain field evolution during twinning formation in magnesium [31] or to understand the link between

strain field and texture heterogeneity in zirconium [32]. In ice, DIC was recently used to characterize the50

evolution of strain field heterogeneities during primary creep, i.e. until 1% macroscopic strain [2]. Evidence

was given of strong strain localizations (up to ten times the macroscopic strain) close to GBs and triple

junctions, but also of the lack of correlation between the local strain and the orientation relative to the

imposed stress. Strong strain localization at the end of the transient creep was analyzed as the precursor of

DDRX processes, and could explain the occurrence of tertiary creep after only 1% macroscopic strain.55

In order to better understand the nucleation mechanisms and their kinetics in ice during DDRX, we present

a way to investigate nucleation processes and their impact on local strain field by coupling digital image

correlation with pre- and post- deformation texture analyses on polycrystalline columnar ice, that offers a 2D-

1/2 microstructure [2]. Besides the precise observation of some nucleation processes, this coupling evidences

the strain redistribution induced and driven by recrystallization mechanisms, in order to accommodate the60

strong stress heterogeneities close to grain boundaries and triple junctions.

2. Experimental procedure

Polycrystalline columnar ice samples were elaborated following Grennerat et al [2]. They are formed of

parallel columnar grains with c-axes lying close to the sample surface plane (±15°) [33, 2], and typical in-plane

grain dimension of about 10 mm. Rectangular samples (8.5× 8.5× 1.5 mm3) were deformed perpendicularly65

to the column axis by compression creep until 3% macroscopic strain (Fig. 1) along the vertical axis (y-axis,

Fig. 2) in a cold room at -7 °C and under uniaxial stress of 0.5 MPa. The contact between the press and the

ice sample is made through Teflon sheets in order to avoid friction at the interfaces. The lateral surfaces are

stress free.

The macroscopic response recorded by the strain curve is slightly different from the one described for70

granular polycrystalline ice in section 1. Contrary to isotropic granular ice samples, the columnar ice mi-

crostructure used here do not constitute a representative volume element (RVE). The creep response (Fig.

1) therefore reflects a strong influence of the microstructure on the macroscopic behavior.

Sample microstructure and texture were measured using an Automatic Ice Texture Analyser (AITA) [34,

35], an optical technique measuring the c-axis (or optical axis) coordinates (sin(φ)cos(θ), sin(φ)sin(θ), cos(φ),75

azimuth θ and colatitude φ). Thanks to the 2D-1/2 columnar microstructure, pre- and post- deformation

texture analyses enable to discriminated new grains in the microstructure without ambiguity (Fig. 2).

During the experiment, DIC analysis was performed over a reduced area around a triple junction (Fig.

2) where nucleation is more likely to occur [15]. A detailed description of the DIC technique applied on ice

is given in Grennerat et al. [2]. Pictures of the sample surface (marked with an appropriate speckle [2]) were80
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taken every 10 minutes with a resolution of 18 µm.pix−1. The displacement and strain fields were extracted

using 7D software described in [36] with a grid step and a pattern size of 12 pixels. This choice provided a

spatial strain field resolution of 0.22 mm.pix−1 that appeared sufficient with respect to the grain size (cm

scale), in order to access the intra-granular strain field.

From the displacement field componant ~δ = u.~x + v.~y, where ~x and ~y are unit vectors along the x and y85

directions, the strain components are extracted by calculating εxx, εyy, εxy using Green-Lagrange expression,

and solid rotation ωxy = 1
2

(
∂u
∂y −

∂v
∂x

)
using the approximation of small rotation. Grennerat et al. [2] showed

that the main uncertainties could be evaluated by correlating two images acquired without any displacement.

In our experimental conditions, such uncertainties are σεxx = 2.2×10−3, σεyy = 1.6×10−3, σεxy = 2.6×10−3

and σωxy = 2.8× 10−3.90

From the strain field components, we define an equivalent strain field as :

εeq =

√
2

3

(
ε2xx + ε2yy + 2ε2xy

)
(1)

with an uncertainty σεeq = 2.5× 10−3.

Please note that we will refer to the macroscopic strain (or macro strain) as being the strain measured

at the whole sample scale by a Low Voltage Displacement Transducer, and that can not be compared to

an estimation from DIC data as performed by [2] since the surface analyzed here does not cover the whole95

sample.

For clarity sake, and in order to emphasize local strain field evolution, we will represent increments of

the local strain measurements (equivalent strain, principal strains, solid rotation) between two macro strain

steps. More precisely, figure 4 shows the equivalent strain measured by correlating two pictures taken at time

t and t−δt with δt chosen in a way to obtained a macro strain increment close to 0.1% during the δt interval.100

The corresponding vertical macro strain interval is written below the map. Example of such representation

for εxx, εyy, εxy, ωxy components and principal strains is shown for deformation step between 0 − 0.1% in

figure 7. The principal strains and there principal directions are used to summarize all information contained

in εxx, εyy, εxy. They are plotted using a larger grid step for clarity purpose.

3. Result analyses105

By comparing pre- and post-deformation microstructures (Fig. 2), we observe that nucleation occurred

close to the triple junction (arrows n1 and n2) and along the grain boundaries. The observed nucleation

is characterized by two main structures (i) small new grains created very close to the triple junction with

orientations uncorrelated to the parent grain orientation (arrows n1 and n2, Fig. 2) and (ii) straight tilt

sub-grain boundaries crossing the parent grains (arrow 3, Fig. 2) with a cumulative misorientation up to110

15◦ (Fig. 3). A kink band also nucleates in grain G1 close to the triple junction and is formed by two tilt

sub-grain boundaries misoriented by ±15◦. The kink band structure appears between 9 and 11 mm along
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the c-axis misorientation profile of line P1 (Fig. 3). Similar sub-structures were observed and characterized

by [18, 19] for instance.

Thanks to the DIC measurements, we were able to follow the evolution of the strain field associated with115

such a microstructure reconfiguration. During the first 0.1% of macro strain, deformation is concentrated

close to grain boundaries forming the triple junction where nucleation is later occurring (white arrow, Fig.

4). Until 0.3% macro strain, the deformation is highly localized around this triple junction (arrow 1) but

starts to spread just before 0.5% macro strain (arrow 2’-2). This spreading is associated with the nucleation

of small grains around the triple junction and the deformation re-localizes rapidly around the new grain120

boundaries created. Growth of the new grains can therefore be followed until 1.3% macro strain. Arrow 2 on

figure 4 shows the growth of a particular nucleus, from the triple junction and along the y direction. This

nucleus corresponds to the small blue grain on the deformed microstructure of figure 2 (arrow n2). Strain

localization along the growing new grain boundary is observed until 1.2% macro strain (Fig. 4).

The strain localization further evolves toward new areas after 1.4% macro strain (arrow 3, figure 4) that125

correspond to the kink band location at the end of the test (Fig. 2). These new areas are departing from the

new boundaries created just before and take the form of straight bands of high strain concentration, within

the macro strain lapse between 1.4% and 2.1% (arrow 4, Fig. 4). They formed the tilt sub-grain boundaries

that are visible on the deformed microstructure (arrow 3, Fig. 2). These bands continue to accommodate

local strain until the end of the experiment, with no further visible change in the deformation pattern.130

The integrated strain field over the whole experiment, between the first and last picture, is shown in

figure 5 with εeq and εyy components. εeq map shows a very heterogeneous strain pattern with strong

localization around the triple junction where nucleation occurs and around the tilt sub-grain boundaries.

The εyy strain field is compared to the macro strain of -0.03 (3%) along the y-axis (measured with the Low

Voltage Displacement Transducer). εyy can have locally strong positive values up to 0.5 (extension) in the135

triple junction and kink band area. The compression can also be much stronger than the macro strain as in

the area where the tilt sub-grain boundary form, where a strain up to -0.2 is measured.

To provide a quantitative analysis of the strain field evolution discussed above, a strained area fraction

parameter is defined as the ratio between the area where equivalent strain is higher than a threshold, over

the whole area of measurement. It expresses the percentage of the surface where the equivalent strain is140

higher than this given threshold. Therefore, the smaller is the strained area fraction value, the more localized

is the deformation. The threshold parameter is chosen in a way to highlight the localization of strain on

reduced area (bands, grain boundaries,...). A value of 2.5 × median(εeq) was found adapted to highlight

the high deformed area without reducing the signal. The evolution of this parameter is plotted in figure 6

where the gray range tests the sensibility to the threshold parameter by varying the value between 2.25 and145

2.75×median(εeq).

The strained area fraction parameter presents two sharp increases within the macro strain lapse 0% to

1.7%. The first one around 0.5% seems to correspond to the small nucleus starting to grow at the triple
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junction, and the second one, at 1.5% occurs when tilt sub-grain boundaries appear (Fig. 4). Each of these

nucleation event increases the strained area fraction parameter by about 2%, and the whole process spreads150

the strain localization from 2% to about 7% of the surface before reaching a macro strain of 2%. Finally,

during the last 1% of macro strain, the strained area fraction decreases, showing that the deformation takes

place within the existing area of localization.

Solid rotation component ωxy and strain components εxx, εyy, εxy can also be extracted from DIC

measurements, and can be resumed in principal strains given in the principal direction frame. These rep-155

resentations provide additional information to complete our analyses of the recrystallization steps described

before.

Figure 7 shows these four components together with the map of principal strains during the first step of

deformation, between 0 and 0.1% macro strain. During this very first deformation step, the strain hetero-

geneities are mostly appearing close to the triple junction. A strong tension component is observed (εyy > 0)160

around the grain boundaries forming the triple junction while the imposed stress is compression. The strong

level of shear (εxy) close to the grain boundary highlights the incompatibility of deformation between the

grains. In this area, we observe a singularity of the rotational field at the triple junction, with opposite values

of the solid rotation component ωxy on both sides. Deformation within the grain interiors is weak but mostly

compression.165

From 0.4% macro strain, the sharp step on the strained area fraction evolution (Fig. 6) is likely related

to nucleation and growth of new grains at the triple junction. Figure 8 represents the solid rotation field

and the principal strains for the increment between 0.7 and 0.8% during which the particular nucleus n2

(Fig. 2) is growing. Principal strains have a high amplitude around the new grain boundaries of nucleus n2,

with symmetric principal directions on the left and right side of the GB. This is also illustrated in the solid170

rotation map (Fig. 8, Left). Local strain increment can reach 2% during the 0.1% macro strain increment

corresponding to the measurements shown. Please note that the principal strain amplitudes are very low

within the nucleus interiors and around the new grain boundaries. Similar observations are made around

nucleus n1 for both principal strain and solid rotation but with a different symmetry axis.

We focus now on the macro strain range 1.4 − 1.5% which also corresponds to a sharp increase in the175

strained area fraction parameter (Fig. 6). Figure 9 presents the increment strain field during this macro

strain range via the solid rotation and principal strains. We will focus on the new area of strong strain

localization shown by arrow 3 on the equivalent strain field map (Fig. 4). This step corresponds to the

formation of the kink band visible in figure 2 (arrows 3) and along the profile P1 (Fig. 3). The map of

principal strains (Fig. 9, Right) highlights three areas of different behavior, artificially delimited by black180

dashed lines. The left and right areas present similar strain patterns with a strong compression of about

−0.14 (14%) when the macroscopic vertical strain accumulated during this step is only 0.1%. In the center

area, the deformation is very different with an extension nearly aligned with the y-axis. This deformation is

associated with opposite solid rotation components on both side of the kink band boundaries.
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Lastly, figure 10 illustrates the strain concentration around the tilt sub-grain boundaries that form after185

2% macro strain. These tilt sub-grain boundaries concentrate a negative solid rotation ωxy and the principal

strains show a deformation in one main direction, coherent with the macro strain (compression along the

y-axis) but stronger close to the tilt sub-grain boundary.

4. Discussion

Ice is a material with a strong viscoplastic anisotropy [1] and during the deformation of a polycrystalline ice190

sample the interaction between neighboring grains induce strong strain heterogeneities in the grain boundary

regions [2] (figure 7) leading to recrystallization processes. During uniaxial creep tests performed in the

laboratory conditions in the ductile regime, we expect DDRX to become the dominant accommodation

process after 1% macro strain. Nevertheless, since in-situ observations remain challenging, very little is

known about the nucleation mechanisms and their impact on the strain field during DDRX. As shown here,195

coupling pre- and post- deformation texture analyses with DIC observations during the test enables to follow

and link the evolution of the strain field heterogeneities with the local microstructure evolution associated

with nucleation and grain boundary migration. A sequence of grain nucleation and growth, followed by kink

band and tilt sub-grain boundary formation occurring close to a triple junction could be followed up to 3%

macro strain.200

As ice is deforming mainly by dislocation glide in the basal plane, strain incompatibilities require local

accommodation processes to enable the macroscopic deformation [37]. Less anisotropic materials activate

hard slip systems locally, and in other materials local fracturing and/or grain boundary sliding can occur,

as for instance in halite [38]. Our observations tend to evidence that nucleation and tilt sub-grain bound-

ary formation act as efficient accommodation mechanisms to overcome the strong strain incompatibilities.205

Indeed, throughout the duration of the test, the initially strongly localized strain (close to GBs) and the

incompatibilities, evidenced amongst others by the solid rotation component of the strain field, are relaxed

via the progressive evolution of the microstructure. The evolution of the microstructure, via nucleation, tilt

and kink band formation creates new areas in which strain can occur through basal glide, as an answer to the

local stress field. As an illustration, the nucleus n2 appears with an orientation without obvious relation with210

the parent ones, and in a direction likely more favorable to the local stress configuration. This "spontaneous"

nucleation step impacts the strain field which become less heterogeneous (Fig. 6).

The interior of the kink band appears very efficient to accommodate shear strain and create a "buffer zone"

to enable deformation in front of the strongly incompatible triple junction. This localized shear provides a

strain parallel to the c-axis that can not be produced by basal slip and prevents therefore the necessity of215

hard slip system activation. The "buffer zone" is further extended by means of tilt sub-grain boundaries

that contribute to the microstructure evolution likely to be in favor of the local stress field (Fig. 10). These

observations are very coherent with the results obtained by [21] during transient creep of ice.

Nucleation results from the relaxation of locally stored strain energy. Indeed, dislocation accumulation,
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and in particular geometrically necessary dislocations (GND), are expected to accumulate at GBs and triple220

junctions in answer to the stress heterogeneities [21], well illustrated here by singularity of the rotational

component ωxy at the triple junction. Dislocation accumulation around the triple junction is followed by

what could look like "spontaneous" nucleation and subsequent nucleus growth which locally reduce the

dislocation density by creating new grain boundaries. These observations tend to confirm the impact of

internal stress field on spontaneous nucleation during DDRX as analytically modeled by Duval et al. [25].225

Indeed, dislocation pile-up arrangements where shown to provide an additional driving force resulting in

a drastic decrease of the nucleation critical radius and saddle point energy. Similar interaction between

internal stress field and autocatalytic nucleation of martensitic transformation were simulated by Meng et al.

[39], with a nucleation barrier that disappear with the associated action of stress field outside a martensitic

plate and dislocation field. Such "spontaneous" nucleation could also explain DDRX textures with some230

orientations clearly outside the spread of orientations of the deformed texture, as observed in ice [11, 27] and

in several recrystallized metals [6, 9, 40].

During this nucleus (n2) growth, strain localizes around the new GBs (Fig. 8) up to about 10 times the

macro strain increment of 0.01, and with opposite shear and solid rotation between the left and right GB of

the nucleus n2 (Fig. 7). Similar observations are made around the nucleus n1 with opposite shear on both235

sides of the GB forming this nucleus. These observations lead to an open question concerning the origin of

this symmetric strain localization: is it to be attributed to the response to the local stress with the new GBs

acting as dislocation barriers, or do we record the deformation induced by the grain boundary migration

mechanism itself? Crystalline rearrangements induced by GB migration could provide local inelastic strain

and modify the internal stress field, similar to what is expected during phase transformation in metals [41, 42].240

As the behavior of both nucleus growth (n1 and n2) is similar (Fig. 8) and symmetric (depending of the

growth direction), we ought to find the second hypothesis realistic although additional measurements would

be required to get better insights into this particular behavior of local grain boundary migration.

Finally, the various forms of nucleation occurring at this triple junction lead to a microstructure where

the incompatibility between grains is reduced and therefore a relatively more homogeneous strain can occur.245

This is well illustrated by the reduction of local strain magnitude within the deformation area during the last

step of the equivalent strain evolution (Fig. 4).

5. Summary

• Coupling digital image correlation with texture and microstructure analyses enables to follow DDRX

nucleation processes in-situ with both good spatial and time resolution. In particular, we were able to250

follow nucleus growth via the evolution of strain concentration around new GBs.

• Nucleation and kink band formation are connected with a strain localization of high amplitude, with

highly heterogeneous principal strains, as an answer to incompatibilities between grains. In particu-
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lar, kink band formation induces local shear along the c-axis and therefore provides complementary

deformation accommodation to the dominant basal dislocation glide.255

• The nature of strain field measured around GB during nucleus growth raises the question of the influ-

ence, on the local strain, of grain boundary migration induced crystalline rearrangement.

• Finally, nucleation, grain growth, tilt and kink sub-boundary formation decrease the strain concentra-

tion by spreading the deformation. These DDRX processes develop a new microstructure with less

incompatibility between the neighboring grains and subgrains.260
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Figure 1: Macroscopic strain response for the creep test performed on the sample shown in figure 2. The symbols show the

position of the DIC analyses presented in figure 4.
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Figure 2: Microstructure and texture (c-axis orientation) obtained by the AITA. The angular color scale is provided by the

colorwheel (Left image, upper right corner). Left: map of the underformed sample with a 20µm step size. The rectangular box

shows the surface analyzed for the DIC strain field measurement. Right top: deformed microstructure of the surface analyzed

(step size 20µm) after 3% strain showing nucleus (arrows n1 and n2) and tilt sub-grain boundaries (TSGBs, arrow 3). P1 is the

line chosen for the misorientation angle profile in figure 3. Right bottom : associated c-axis pole figure in a sub-area around the

triple junction.
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Figure 3: Misorientation angle profile along the P1 line from figure 2.
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Figure 4: Evolution of the increment of equivalent strain around the area of the triple junction during the creep test. Each

strain field map shows the local strain integration between the two values of macroscopic strain written below the map. On the

first map, the initial microstructure is drawn in white. For clarity sake, only half of the strain field maps are shown here. Video

with all maps is available in supplementary material.
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Figure 5: Maps of cumulated εeq (left) and εyy (right) during the whole experiment (up to 3%macro strain along the y-direction).

The initial microstructure is superimposed in black.
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Figure 6: Evolution of the strained area fraction parameter using a threshold of 2.5 × median(εeq). Gray area shows the

sensibility to the threshold parameter 2.5×median(εeq) by using 2.25 and 2.75 instead of 2.5.
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Figure 7: Top : Maps of increment strain field (resolution : 0.22 mm.pix−1 ) for εxx, εyy , εxy , and ωxy (in radian - 0.02 ⇔

1°) measured between 0% and 0.1% with the initial microstructure overprinted. Bottom : Increment of the principal strain

components along the principal directions on the area delimited by the dotted rectangular (ωxy map), with a resolution of

0.66 mm.pix−1. The crossed lines denoting maximum and minimum principal strains are color coded using the color bar.
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Figure 8: Left: Map of the increment of solid rotation ωxy (in radian - 0.02 ⇔ 1°) measured between 0.7% and 0.8%

(0.22 mm.pix−1). Right : Increment of the principal strain components along the principal directions on the area delim-

ited by the dotted rectangular (ωxy map), with a resolution of 0.66 mm.pix−1. The crossed lines denoting maximum and

minimum principal strains are color coded using the color bar.
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Figure 9: Left: Map of the increment of solid rotation ωxy (in radian - 0.02 ⇔ 1°) measured between 1.4% and 1.5%

(0.22 mm.pix−1). Right : Increment of the principal strain components along the principal directions on the area delim-

ited by the dotted rectangular (ωxy map), with a resolution of 0.66 mm.pix−1. The sub-area of interest is artificially delimited

by two black dashed lines. The crossed lines denoting maximum and minimum principal strains are color coded using the color

bar.
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Figure 10: Left: Increment of solid rotation maps ωxy mesured (in radian - 0.02⇔ 1°) between 2.1% and 2.2% (0.22 mm.pix−1).

Right : Increment of principal strain and principal direction over the dotted rectangular area (ωxy map) with a resolution of

0.44 mm.pix−1. Dashed band delimited sub-area of similar behavior for the strain field. The crossed lines denoting maximum

and minimum principal strains are color coded using the color bar.
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